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A direct and quantitative investigation of the transport kinetics of wetting layers is presented. The temporal decay of pulsed 
laser induced spatial thickness modulations in liquid ethanol f~ lms  on a silver surface is monitored by means of optically excited 
surface plarrnons. Our method allows zn distinguish between different equilibration mechanisms. Under the condit~ons In our 
experiments. the dominant transport process is drect exchange of molecules with the saturated vapor. Contr~butions from lateral 
diffus~on were found to be less than lo- '  crn2/s. 

Thin films on solid surfaces have become one 
of the most attractive fields of condensed matter 
physics. This is not only due to their technological 
importance. It is also for the sake of the rich and 
fascinating dynamical phenomena discovered in 
surface diffusion [I], catalytic surface reactions [2] 
and the dynamics of wetting far from thermody- 
namical equilibrium [3-51. For specific investiga- 
tions of these phenomena, one has to identify the 
basic transport mechanisms and determine the 
corresponding transport coefficients. 

In submonolayer chemisorhed films, transport 
proceeds mainly by lateral diffusion of the 
adatoms or admolecules on the substrate. The 
diffusion coefficient D is usually measured as 
follows [6]. By illuminating the sample with two 
interfering pulsed laser beams, a spatiaHy peri- 
odic coverage modulation is induced due to laser 
induced thermal desorption, According to Fick's 
law, lateral diffusion leads to  an exponential de- 
cay of the  modulation amplitude, n a ep*'. The 
decay constant is given by A = Dq" where D is 
the diffusion coefficient to be measured and q is 
the wave number of the coverage modulation 
which is on the  order of 10' m- I  in these experi- 

* To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

ments. The decay can be monitored by diffraction 
of a probe laser bean  from the coverage modula- 
tion [7]. Although the  diffracted intensity is rather 
low, it is sufficient for observing the slow (several 
minutes or hours) decay of modulations in 
chemisorbed systems. 

If one considers physisorbed films such as wet- 
ting layers, whose thickness Eanges from a few 
monolayers up to several 100 A, one is faced with 
a much more complicated transport behavior, 
since capillary waves or direct exchange of 
molecules with the (saturated) vapor may play an 
important roEe. A spatially periodic thickness 
modulation is then expected to decay with a 
decay constant A a q v ,  where the value of v is 
indicative of the dominant transport mechanism. 
For instance, direct exchange of molecules with 
the vapor phase leads to v = 0, lateral diffusion 
within the  film yields v = 2, surface diffusion 
driven by the  surface tension of the adsorbate 
yields u = 4 181. Variation of .q and observation of 
the scaling behavior of A(q)  allows one to iden- 
tify the dominant mechanism. Due to the low 
binding energy and the presence of several com- 
peting transport mechanisms in physisorbed films, 
t he  decay is expected to proceed much faster 
than in chemisorbed systems, being not readiIy 
observable with the above-mentioned diffraction 
technique. Consequently, a sensitive experimental 
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method with superior ternposaI resolution is re- 
quired. 

I t  has already been shown that changes in the 
thickness of physisorbed films, as they occur in 
pulsed laser desorption experiments. are advanta- 
geously investigated by means of optically excited 
surface plasmons [9]. In these experiments, the 
substrate consists of a metal film (silver, in our 
case) evaporated onto the base of a glass prism. 
A light beam illuminates the metal from inside 
the prism under total internal reflection condi- 
tions, giving rise to  an evanescent light wave 
which penetrates the metal film. At a particular 
angle of incidence, the phase velocity of the 
evanescent matches the velocity of the surface 
plasmons propagating on the free metal surface, 
which results in a pronounced attenuation of the 
reflected light due to  resonant excitation of sur- 
face plasmons. The position of this resonance 
changes significantly if a transparent film is being 
adsorbed on the metal. If one measures the re- 
flected intensity at an angle of incidence corre- 
sponding to one of the  wings of the resonance, 
changes in the thickness of the adsorbed film will 
result in changes of the reflected light intensity. 
In  this way, changes in film thickness on the 
order of a menolayer can easily be observed on a 
nanosecond time scale [10,11]. 

The goal of the present work is to identify the  
transport mechanisms in wetting Iayers by observ- 
ing the decay of pulsed laser induced thickness 
modulations. In  order to provide the surface plas- 
mons with the required spatial resolution, their 
intensity is spatially modulated with a period 
equal to that of the thickness modulation to  be 
obsetved. Depending on  the relative phase of the 
plasmon intensity pattern and the thickness mod- 
uIat~on, the film thickness is measured in the  
"valleys" o r  on the "hills" of the thickness modu- 
lation. The difference of both thickness values 
yields the  modulation amplitude. 

The optical apparatus is depicted in fig. 1. An 
optical diffraction grating was imaged onto the 
sample, with a Q-switched Nd : YAG laser I A = 
532 nm, 7 ns pulse duration) and a He-Ne laser 
( A  = 633 nm, continuous wave) as light sources. 
The Nd : YAG laser served for the creation of the 
thickness modulation, the He-Ne laser for its 

F i g .  1. Experimental setup. G, optical grating; L, ,  L,, lenses 
imaging the grating onto the sample; PS, phase shifter assem- 
bly: S. sample (the sample is mounted in an optleal cryostat 
which i s  not shown), F, filter: D, detector. The solid line 
indicates the beam path of the probe (He-Ne) laser, the 

dashed line represents the pulsed laser beam. 

detection. In this way, perfect matching of the 
pulsed laser induced spatial thickness modulation 
and the intensity modulation of the probing sur- 
face plasmon field was achieved. For each wave- 
length, only two of the diffracted beams (zero- 
order and one of the first-order beams) were 
allowed to reach the sample. In this way, an 
infinite focal depth image of the  grating onto the 
sample was obtained. 

The Nd:YAG laser beam was adjusted so as 
to meet the surface plasmon resonance angle in 
order to achieve efficient coupling of energy into 
the substrate. Since only the silver fiIm is being 
heated significantly by the laser pulse, a strong 
temperature gradient into the glass prism bui!ds 
up which provides fast recooling after the pulse. 
From the thermal properties of the materials 
involved, one can estimate that after approxi- 
mately 40 ps the amplitude of the spatial temper- 
ature profile has decayed to less than 10 mK. The 
overall heating of the surface relaxes to less than 
1 K above the equilibrium temperature within 
about 1 ms. 

The He-Ne laser beam was adjusted to the 
lower-angle wing of the surface plasrnon reso- 
nance, yielding an approximately linear relation- 
ship between the measured intensity and the 
thickness of the wetting layer at places with 
appreciabe surface plasmon intensity. Conse- 
quently, a continuous shift of the surface plasrnon 



intensity pattern with respect to the thickness 
modulation yields an intensilty oscillation whose 
amplitude directly corresponds to the amplitude 
of the spatial film thickness rnodulation. This 
continuous shift is easily achieved by ramping the 
optical pathlength of one of the orders of diffrac- 
tion of the  probe laser beam, using a simple 
phase shifter assembly: two glass plates are turned 
about their vertical axis, in opposite directions to 
avoid parallel displacement of the beam. 

Experiments were performed with wetting Iay- 
ers of ethanol adjacent to a vertical substrate. 
The sample consisted of a closed volume next to 
the silver-coated glass prism. When the cell was 
filled partly with ethanoI (supplied by MERCK, 
p.a. grade), a wetting layer formed on the silver 
surface due to long-range interaction forces be- 
tween the ethanol molecules and the walls. The 
film thickness could be measured by means of the 
surface plasmon resonance position to be 36 4 
,& under the conditions of our experiment. 

Fig. 2 shows a typical intensity transient after 
operating the pulsed laser. The phase of the  
surface plasmon pattern excited by the  He-Ne 
laser is being changed continuousty, giving rise to 
the oscillations whose envelope is a measure for 
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Fig. 2. Typicaf intensity transient after operating the pulsed 
laser, taken with ethanol wetting layer at a temperature of 190 
K. T h e  envelope of the oscillation yields the decay of  the 
thickness modulation, which in this case proceeds with~n a few 
milliseconds. The inset shows a semi-log plot of the oscillation 

amplitude, demonstrating the exponential decay. 

Fig. 3. The decay rate A versus the wave number of the 
modulation. q. For fixed temperature, no significant depen- 

dence of A on q is observed. 

the pulsed laser induced thickness modulation 
amplitude- Note that a temporal resolution of 
about one rnilIisecond (the time elapsed hetween 
two intensity extrema) is achieved. The calibra- 
tion of the amplitude can he obtained from the 
known surface pIasmon resonance shift with ad- 
sorbed film thickness [12]. According to this cali- 
bration, the bar in fig. 2 would correspond to a 
corrugation amplitude of 2.5 A. However, a rigor- 
ous treatment of surface plasmons propagating 
on a corrugated surface shows that actuaIly the 
sensitivity is smaller by a factor of two, resulting 
in the calibration given in the figure [8]. A semi- 
logarithmic plot of the envelope of the oscillation 
is given in the inset, showing a fairly exponential 
behavior. 

The period of the spatial thickness modulation 
induced by the pulsed Iaser can easily be varied 
by exchanging the optical grating. Fig. 3 shows 
the temporal decay constant A of the modulation 
as a function of i t s  wave number for four differ- 
ent  temperatures (above the melting point. T, = 

156 K [13]). No significant dependence on the 
wave number is ohserved (for 170 K, only a slight 
tendency of an increasing decay constant may be 
present). Taking into account the q-dependences 
for the various decay processes mentioned above, 
this suggests that the liquid ethanol film equili- 
brates to the van der Waals equilibrium thickness 
by exchange of material with the saturated vapor 
rather than by lateral transport processes. From 
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the scattering of the data, we obtain an upper 
bound for contributions from lateral diffusion 
effects, amounting to  crn2/s. 

The dominance of exchange with the vapor 
phase can be corroborated as follows. From ki- 
netic gas theory, we obtain for lthe adsorption 
rate of molecuIes from the gas phase onto the 
film surface 

102 

adsorption rate = (11 

t 

where f l  is the sticking coefficient of the ethanol, 
p is the liquid density, m is the molecular mass, 
and d is the film thickness. The parameters a 
and y characterize the liquid-substrate interac- 
tion potential. Accordingly, we plotted the aver- 
age values af A ,  obtained at fixed temperatures, 
versus the quantity p ~ - 3 / 2  in fig. 4. Satisfactory 
agreement is found with the straight line repre- 
senting eq. (1). Although the appropriate value of 
y is presently under discussion [14,15], we shaII, 
for a rough estimate, adopt its classical (van der 
WaalsS value y = 3 [16]. Under this assumption, 
we obtain from our data cwp = 1.9 X lo5 K i3. 
The sticking coefficient is known to be P = 0.04 
[17], so we obtain the van der Waals constant 
cuz4.8 x 106 K i3. 

Van der Waats constants are known only for 
few wetting film systems. For comparison with 

show up in the surface diffusion contribution to  
the decay. 

In conclusion, we have introcuced a novel opti- 
cal method of observing the transport kinetics in 
wetting layers. f t  aIlows to monitor small-scaIe 
thickness variations with milt isecond temporal 
resolution. By varying the length scale of obsetva- 
tion, we can distinguish between different trans- 
port mechanisms. We showed that for wetting 
layers of ethanol on a silver surface, equilibration 
proceeds via direct exchange of material with the 
vapor phase. 

our value, we take the van der Waals constant for 
70' - neon films o n  the same substrate Isilver/gIass), 

- - 
u I which is 1.37 x lo5 K 2 [18]. The binding energy 
m 
"1 - I due to  long-range forces seems to be much 
4 stronger for ethanol. This is not surprising since 

loD - the rnolecolalr polarizability of ethanol is about 
one order of magnitude Iarger than that of neon 
[19]. Furthermore, the finite dipole moment of 

10' 
I 

the ethanol molecule gives rise to  additional at- 
10" 1 r 5  10' 

tractive long-range interactions with the sub- 
pT- " '  [ P ~ K - ~ ' ' ]  strate. It will be of particular interest to investi- 

F ~ R .  4. The typical decay rates obtained for different tempera- gate the lower-temperature regions where equiIi- 
tures. The straight line represents the equilibrat~on rare ex- bration by exchange with the vapor is less pro- 
pected from direct exchange with the vapor phase. The error 

bars correspond to the scattering of the data in fig. 3.  nounced (due to the Iow gas density). Effects like 
surface melting or surface roughening should 
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